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INVESTI GAT I ON OF A STRAUSS TRUNNION BASCULE BRIDGE
I. INTRODUCTION.
The heel-trunnion bascule bridge is the latest and most
economical design of the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company. Fig.
1 shows a line diagram of a "Heel Trunnion" bascule bridge. The
point T is the main trunnion, located at the intersection of the
lower chord and the end post of the truss, about whioh the mov-
ing leaf pivots. It is a fixed pivotal point. The counterweight
trunnion C, also a fixed pivotal point, is located at the apex
of a fixed triangular tower, about which the counterweight frame
and concrete counterweigh f pivot. The counterbalancing effect
is applied to the moving leaf through the counterweight link
F1 P2 , connected to the truss and the counterweight frame by
means of pins at either end.
It is the purpose of this thesis to investigate this type
of bridge, and the author has selected, through the courtesty of
the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company of Chicago, a through- truss
heel- trunnion bascule bridge built over the Cuyahoga River for
the Erie Railroad Company, at Cleveland, Ohio.
The specifications used are the American Railway Engi-
neering and Maintenance of Way Assoc iatiori, 1906, supplemented
by the Strauss Bascule and Concrete Bridge Company's specifi-
cations for this Bridge.

II. ASSUMPTIONS AND GENERAL FEATURES
The assumed conditions as stated in the following paragraphs,
are those used by the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company in their de-
sign and are self explanatory. These conditions are as follows:
1. Relative to the dead load pier reaction in a Strauss
Trunnion Bascule Bridge (Heel Trunnion Type) the following points
should be noted:
a. Whereas the moving leaf is at all times perfectly
balanced, there is no dead load reaction at the
front end.
b. The weight of the entire structure is therefore
carried by the two tower piers.
2. Disregarding, for the sake of simplicity, the weight of
the counterweight link and the operating strut, the reactions are
due to;
a. The weight of the tower.
b. The weight of the moving leaf.
c. The weight of the counter weight including trusses
and bracing.
The reactions due to the weight of the tower are vertical and
constant
.
The moving leaf and the counterweight are supported on the
tower as on a carriage; they do not rest directly on the pier and
if the tower is properly designed, it takes care of all the hori-
zontal forces, the horizontal component of the main trunnion re-
action neutralizing the horizontal component of the counterweight
trunnion reaction through the tower.
It follows that the pier reactions due to the weight of the
moving leaf and the counterweight are vertical. Furthermore they
are constant during the opening or closing of the bridge.
3. Owing to the fact that the four pins, main trunnion,
counterweight trunnion, and the first and second link pins are lo-
cated in the corners of a parallelogram, the angular movements ofthe moving leaf and the counterweight are the same; and, as the
weight of the moving leaf is as much smaller than that of the
counterweight as the lever arm of the latter is smaller thsn that
of the former, it follows that the center of gravity of the sys-tem as a whole is not disturbed during the operation of the bridge
and therefore the pier reaction cannot vary. '
1% Since the pier tactions cannot vary, it can be seen thatthe dead load reaction on the main trunnion pier (disregarding thereaction due to the weight of the tower) is equal to thf^elght of
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moving leaf and the dead load reaction on the counterweight trun-
nion pier equal to the counterweight.
5. If the bridge is opened to such an angle (about 90 degrees
that the center of gravity of the moving leaf falls directly over
the main trunnion, then at the same time the center of gravity
of the counterweight falls directly below the counterwei; ht trun-
nion; the trunnion reactions have no horizontal components and it
becomes evident that the two piers the one carries the moving leaf
and the other the counterweight.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the conditions
stated above:
1. That in a Strauss Trunnion Bascule Bridge (Heel Trunnion
Type) the dead load pier reaction are vertical and constant.
2. That the dead load reaction on the rest pier is zero.
3. That the dead load reaction on the main trunnion pier is
equal to the weight of the moving leaf plus part of the tower.
4. That the dead load reaction on the counterweight trun-
nion pier is equal to the weight of the counterweight plus part
of the tower. ^
In the above conclusions the counterweight means the concrete
counterweight, together with the counterweight trusses, bracing,
etc., and the center of gravity of the counterweight means the
center of gravity of this composite body.
Relative to the reaction on the main trunnion of the Strauss
Bascule Bridge (Hell Trunnion Type) the following points should be
noted:
1. The weight of the moving leaf, which is a vertical forcepassing through the center of gravity of the moving leaf.
2,
„
T?® }
ink stress ( link Pin reaction: which passes throughthe second link pin and which coincides in direction with the
counterweight link, since this is pin connected at both ends and
wouxd not be in equilibrium under any other condition.
tv^-o tJ'^6 maln t™1111011 reaction. Since the bridge is balanced
tSo others.
6 PaSS thr0ugh he P° int of intersection of the
This point of intersection falls near the center of the scanand somewhat below the bottom chord and the dead load main trun^nion reaction is therefore a force which passes through the trun-nion and is directed towards the point of intersectiof (re c n)while the moving leaf butts against the trunnion, which is keyed

4to the tower in a direction which is inclined slightly upward andtowards the tower (action). * a
It follows that according to the design the base (or body) of
the main trunnion bearing, which is riveted to the heel end of the
bascule truss, will always bear against the trunnion which is keyed
to the tower truss and that the cap on this bearing might there-
fore be omitted, if it were not for practical reasons (lubrication,
etc
.
)
This is also shown by analyzing the stress in the truss mem-
bers .
The dead load stresses in the four members intersecting at
the hip point (2nd link pin), including the end post, are all ten-
sion.
Of the two members intersecting at the main trunnion the dead
load stress in the end post is tension, as stated, while the dead
load stress in the bottom chord member is compression and the re-
sultant of these two forces is a force inclined slightly upward
and acting away from the moving leaf against the tower (action
which again produces a reaction from the tower, as described above;.
The live load reaction on the trunnions and the live load
stresses in the truss members are in no way different from those
in an ordinary truss. The thrust of a train (braking load) coming
from the trunnion end of the bridge, however, will tend to push
the moving leaf away from the trunnion (that is, produce bearing
on the cap of the trunnion bearing and tension in the cap bolts);
but in all cases so far investigated, this force has not been
sufficient to overcome the dead load action going in the opposite
direction and it could in any event be properly cared for by making
the cap sufficiently strong.
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Spec if ications additional to Coop.r's General
Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges and
Viaducts, 1906, and covering features special
to bascule bridges,
(a) Structural steel, pins, and cast steel for structural purposes
(trunnion bearings, etc.).'
Case L, Bridge closed and subject to dead and live loads: Loads
and unit stresses as for stationary structures, in accordance with
Cooper's "General Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges and
Viaducts, 1906".
Case 2. Bridge moving:
Find the actual macimum stress in each member that will occur
at any angle of the opening during the movement of the bridge, and
apply allowable unit stresses equal to 5/6 of the dead load unit
stresses for stationary structures. Neglect reversal of stress
as this takes place slowly.
Wind Load: 15 lbs. per .square foot of entire surface of
moving leaf figured center to center of trusses.
Journal bearing on trunnions under motion:
1700 lbs per square inch,
(b) Operating machinery.
Figure strength of operating machinery for a wind load of
15 lbs. per square foot as above, using the following unit stresses
Slow speed shafting 16,000 lbs. per sq. inch.
High speed shafting 12,500 lbs. " " «•
Slow speed gears 17,500 " n a »
Medium speed gears 12,500 " " " "
High speed gears 9,000 " " " 11
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(c) Motors :-
Fifure motors strong enough to operate the bridge against a
wind pressure Of 2 1/2 lbs. per square foot of moving leaf, as above,
In 1 1/2 minutes^* and also sufiicient to onerate bridge agai:.ot a
wind pressure of 10 lbs. per square foot.
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III. COMPUTATION OF WEIGHT.
The stresses and sections of the main members are shown
in Plate I. From this plate and from information furnished by
the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, the weight of the complete
structure was computed. The panel loading as shown in Fig. 1
was calculated by distributing the weight of the bracing between
the trusses and the main members of the truss equally between
their respective panel points.
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IV. COMPUTATION OF STRESSES
The stresses in this bridge are due to the dead load, live
load, impact and wind. The dead load stresses in the moving
leaf were figured under two conditions: bridge closed and bridge
moving. The moving leaf was considered as a simple span in
determining the live load stresses. The "Standard Specifica-
tions" were used in computing the impact stresses in the bascule
truss for "bridge closed". The impact stresses in the bascule
truss for "bridge moving" were figured on thirty-three and one-
third per cent of the dead load stresses for "bra ge moving".
A fixed set of rules were us ed in determining the maximum
and minimum stresses in the counterweight truss. These rules
were originally determined by the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company
for a similar type of bridge.
These rules are as follows:
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>?7
= Center of gravity of concrete counterweight.
25-26 Maximum tension when bridge is closed.
when link stress is / i.e. 7 0-13 is vertical
Maximum compression when bridge is open.
25-13 Maximum compression when bridge is closed
when link stress is zero,
aximum tension when bridge is open.
26-27 Maximum tension when bridge is closed.
Zero when 30-0 is vertical,
."[aximum compression when bridge is open.
26-30 Maximum tension when 27-0 is horizontal
Zero when 27-0 is vertical.
26-13 Maximum compression when bridge is closed.
13-30 Maximum compression when bridge is closed
Zero when 0-26 is vertical,
'aximum tension when bridge is open.
30-27 Maximum compression when bridge is closed.
Maximum tension when bridge is open.
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Tables 1 and 11 give the stresses and sections in the
counterweight and main trusses.
table: i
statuses & sections in cryvr. tbujj
MemberMax Jrr<F>j& Imp 33s% Total Sect/onj
+
-h +
23~26 /3SO o 463 1353 |[] 4PbJ£*f'4£€>£i '*Pb.£f*i
'
26-27 ///>? o 370 M62 1 do. 4/26*4"*<f'
26-30 /300 o 300 2000 Dl 4Pk- 32*4" 4/3614-',$
"
23~J3 O /oso 330 /4oo 1 4P/jx- 34*$" 4/36x4'*g"
2£-/3 O /37S /333 D Jo- 4j36*4*W
2730 3/2 /ooo 270 333 D33 It] Jo- 4/36*4*$-"
30-/3 S73 J92 767 [J c/o. 4/*6:4r4'2P/s2<6;<f"
2626' O O O O H 4/3^*4-a
*41/ jtrttej ar** /o /OCV/fr
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V. Investigation
It Is the purpose in this chapter to investigate the
main members of the bascule truss. The table below shows the
efficiencies of all the members of the moving leaf.
TABLE HI
EFFICIENCIES OF MEMBERS IN A>WN TRUJ3
Member Grojj/lrea
p "
Net/irea
a "
Ffeq'a'/Irea
CI
"
i
r Efficiency
o-i sot 7/9 322 i033
FJ-J 652 632 333 /OO-O
J-7-3 63-2 602 333 /03O
9-/2 77-9 633 343 //3'/
/HZ 33-4 329 32-C /O/'O
0-2-4- 4-3-7 343 349 993
4--6S 73^3 603 633 933
S-/0 733 692 429 /693
/042 3/-7 736 3~/2 ///•O
f-Z 3/0 260 239 /003
3-4 /76 /93 733 90'0
3-6 3/-0 260 263 990
7-3 /76 /9-3 733 900
9-/0 37/ 3/-0 33-3 9/3
//-//' Z72
/--* 320 <fOS 336 /OJO
<f-JT <f/f 326 233 /260
3~-3 603 633 76)2 936
£-9 762 606 643 943
/o-/l 3/0 240 244 93-4
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VI. CONCLUSION
In looking over the diagram of the bascule bridge it will
be seen that the distribution of the loading is fairly uniform.
The stresses that were figured are a little larger than those
originally designed for by the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company.
The difference between the stresses is due to the approximate
methods used by the designers in computing the dead load. The
investigation was made only of the main members of the bascule
truss. Very favorable efficiencies were computed which can be
found in the preceding chapter. The results in general show
that the bridge was well designed.



